EX17.27
ACTION REQUIRED
Donation of Holodomor Memorial at Exhibition Place
Date:

July 29, 2016

To:

Executive Committee

From:

Chief Executive Officer, Exhibition Place

Wards:

14 & 19

Reason for
Confidential
Information

SUMMARY
For several months, The Toronto Branch of the Ukrainian Canadian Congress has been
exploring, with the assistance of the City Cultural Affairs Division, possible City property on
which to locate a Holodomor Memorial and approached Exhibition Place in the early Spring
2016. This report recommends entering into a Donation Agreement between the Board, the City
and the Toronto Branch of the Ukrainian Canadian Congress and Toronto Ukrainian Foundation
(jointly the “Donor”) generally on the terms and conditions set out in the Letter of Intent (LOI)
attached as Appendix “A” to this report. Holodomor is the name given to the genocide by famine
that occurred in Ukraine from 1932 to 1933. As many as 10 million Ukrainians perished during
this period and this Memorial in Toronto will raise awareness of the genocide.
The details of the project and support of the project is found in the Proposal from the Donor
attached as Appendix “B” to this report. Generally the intent would be the development by the
Donor of a parkette in the existing treed area adjacent to the east entrance of Enercare Centre
and bordering Canada Drive. The main sculpture to be erected in this new memorial parkette
area will be the iconic “Bitter Memories of Childhood” by Ukrainian artist Petro Drozdowsky
which is a key element of other Holodomor Memorials around the world. The Donor Proposal
also includes several letters of support from organizations and citizens including a petition
signed by several associations.

RECOMMENDATIONS
The Board of Governors of Exhibition Place recommends that City Council and the Board enter
into a Donation Agreement with the Donor, substantially on the terms and conditions of the
Letter of Intent attached as Appendix “A” to this report and such other terms and conditions
satisfactory to the Chief Executive Officer and the City Solicitor.
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Financial Impact
The value of construction of the proposed Holodomor Memorial is estimated to be $0.9M all of
which will be funded by the Donor not the Board / City. In addition, the Board / City will receive
an estimated $90,000.00 which be held by the City for the ongoing repairs and maintenance of
the Holodomor Memorial.

DECISION HISTORY
At its meeting of July 28, 2016, the Board approved the Donation of the Holomodor Memorial.

http://www.explace.on.ca/database/rte/files/Item%202Donation%20of%20Holodomor%20Memorial%20Toronto%20(2)_ACF.pdf

At its meeting of October 23, 2015, the Board approved amending its Plaque Installation Policy
because of organizational changes that had resulted from the independence of the CNEA.
http://www.explace.on.ca/database/rte/files/Item%207-BOG%20Policies-Revised.pdf

The City’s Economic Development and Culture Department has the following policy with respect
to Donations of Art.
HTTP://WWW1.TORONTO.CA/WPS/PORTAL/CONTENTONLY?VGNEXTOID=43E87AAC783A1410VG
NVCM10000071D60F89RCRD&VGNEXTCHANNEL=62264A1646891410VGNVCM10000071D60F89RC
RD

ISSUE BACKGROUND
While the Board / City would provide the proposed site to the Donor at no cost, the Donor will be
solely responsible for the cost of design, planning and construction of the Holomodor Memorial
and once constructed, ownership of the Memorial will be transferred to the Board / City. The
Donor must also contribute an amount for the maintenance and repair of the Memorial which
contribution is in accordance with City policy. The terms and conditions of the proposed LOI
incorporate the requirements of both the Board and City policies on donations.

COMMENTS
The Ukrainian Famine and Genocide of 1932-33 was deliberately planned and executed and
caused death to millions of Ukrainians. On November 26, 2006, the President of Ukraine issued
a Presidential Decree establishing the fourth Saturday in November as a National Day of
Remembrance for the victims of the genocide. On November 28, 2006, Ukraine’s Parliament
voted to recognize the Ukrainian Famine of 1932-33 as an act of genocide against the Ukrainian
people. The parliaments of Argentina, Austria, Estonia, Georgia, Hungary, Lithuania, Poland
and USA and the Senates of Canada and Australia have also recognized the genocide.
Many survivors of the Ukrainian Famine have immigrated to Canada and have made a positive
contribution to Canadian and Toronto society. The Ukrainian Canadian Congress – Toronto
Branch initiated a request to the City of Toronto for a public City site for the erection of a
Holodomor Memorial. The purpose of the Memorial as proposed by the Ukrainian Canadian
Congress – Toronto Branch is as follows:


To raise public awareness of the Holodomor genocide by developing and improving a public
area for the full enjoyment of the residents of the City of Toronto
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To erect a memorial to the victims of Holodomor
To provide a public space for the annual Holodomor Commemorations on the 4th Saturday in
November that reflect the activity, importance and status of the Ukrainian Diaspora in
Toronto and the surrounding area

The design for the memorial attached as Schedule “I” to Appendix “A” is, at this point a
preliminary concept and final design work will be completed over the next 4 months in
consultation with Exhibition Place and the City and will also have to proceed through the normal
City Building Permit process.

CONTACT

Dianne Young
Chief Executive Officer/Exhibition Place
Tel:
416-263-3611
Fax: 416-263-3690
E-mail: dyoung@explace.on.ca

___________________
Dianne Young
Chief Executive Officer

ATTACHMENTS
Appendix A - Letter of Intent
Appendix B – Donor Proposal
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Appendix “A”
Letter of Intent (LOI)
Substantial Terms and Conditions of a Donation and Memorial Installation Agreement
1.
2.

3.

4.

Parties: Ukrainian Canadian Congress - Toronto Branch and Toronto Ukrainian
Foundation (jointly the “Donor”) and Board of Governors of Exhibition Place (“Board”) and
The City of Toronto (“City”) (together referred to as the “Parties”)
Memorial Site: The Parties intend to enter into a Donation and Memorial Installation
Agreement (the “Donation Agreement”) to allow the Donor, substantially on the terms and
conditions set out in this LOI, to design and construct a Holodomor Memorial on the
grounds of Exhibition Place (which are owned by the City), generally in the location set out
in Appendix “A” attached and consisting of the elements as set out in Appendix “B”
including the erection of a Memorial Sculpture and inclusion of Memorial Symbols.
(collectively, the “Memorial Site”). Following completion of the construction of the Memorial
Site, the Board / City agree to take ownership of and responsibility for the Memorial Site in
accordance with, and subject to, the terms of the Donation Agreement.
Schedule of Dates: The Parties agree to negotiate in good faith and use their best efforts
to adhere to the following proposed schedule:
 Finalization of the LOI: July 14, 2016
 Consideration of LOI by the Board: July 28, 2016
 Consideration by the City Executive Committee: September 22, 2016
 Consideration by City Council: October 5, 2016
 Execution of Donation Agreement: prior to Construction Commencement Date
 Estimated Construction Commencement Date: Spring 2017
 Estimated Construction Completion Date: Seven months from the Construction
Commencement Date
Donor Responsibilities: The Board and the City make no representations as to the
suitability of the Memorial Site for the purposes of the Holodomor Memorial and the Donor
shall be responsible for the following:
a. any investigations of the suitability of the proposed location to be used for the
purpose of the Memorial Site and any costs of remediation of the proposed location,
including but not limited to investigations related to the location of underground
services and utilities; environmental remediation, archeological and heritage
considerations; co-ordination with the City's Transportation Services for any City
sidewalk proposals outside the Exhibition Place lands;
b. all costs of design, development, construction, installation and commissioning of the
Memorial Site to be paid directly by the Donor to contractors engaged by the Donor;
c.
payment to the Board of a sum equal to ten (10%) percent of the budgeted hard
construction costs of the Memorial Site including the cost of the Memorial Sculpture
and the surrounding landscaping area (“Maintenance Funds”) such payment to be
made in three equal installments, as follows: (i) following the issuance of the building
permit by the City of Toronto; (ii) immediately prior to commencement of construction;
(iii) within 120 days following total completion of construction, with the final payment
installment to be adjusted in favour or the Board of the Donor, as the case may be,
based on the actual invoiced hard construction costs;
d. the ongoing cost, if required by the Donor at its sole discretion, of any additional
landscaping / plantings at the Memorial Site which work shall be undertaken through
an arrangement between the Board and the City's Parks, Recreation & Forestry
Division; and,
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e.
5.

6.

the maintenance and replacement as required of the Memorial Symbols at the sole
cost of the Donor.
Donor Representations: The Donor represents to the Board and City that:
a.
it is, or will be, the owner of the Memorial Sculpture with the full right and authority to
enter into this LOI, and that save and except for all rights in and to the Memorial
Sculpture in favour of the artist who created the Memorial Sculpture (the “Artist”) and
Donor pursuant to the Copyright Act, to the best of the knowledge of the Donor no
other person possesses any rights or claims with respect to ownership, including
copyright, regarding the Memorial Sculpture, and the Donor hereby releases and
indemnifies the Board and the City with respect to any claim that may be made by
any person;
b.
it has obtained, or will obtain before the Donation Agreement is signed, a transfer
and assignment of all rights pertaining to the Memorial Sculpture from the Artist,
save and except for rights under the Copyright Act which are retained by the Artist;
c.
ownership of the Memorial Sculpture shall, after the construction of the Memorial
Site and transfer of the Memorial Site to the Board, rest with the Board / City and all
right, title and interest of the Donor in the Memorial Sculpture shall be transferred
and assigned to the Board/City, save and except for the copyright retained by the
Donor and/or the Artist under the Copyright Act;
d.
the Donor agrees that, for archival purposes, the City/Board may keep any submitted
drawings, plans and compositions and will not reproduce them in whole or in part or
sell them;
e.
the Donor agrees that the City/Board shall have the right and licence to reproduce in
printed two dimensional form images of the Memorial Sculpture, working drawings
on non-commercial and commercial documents and brochures advertising or
promoting the Memorial or the Board/City and on the Board or City's Websites; such
reproductions of the Memorial Sculpture shall be deemed to not constitute a breach
of copyright in any way and no royalty fee shall be due or payable to the Artist or the
Donor by the City/Board or their affiliates and/or related entities or any subsequent
owner of the Memorial Sculpture for such use. The City/Board shall where
reasonably possible use their best efforts to give reference to the name of the Artist
and Donor on such reproductions and use of the images of the Memorial Sculpture
for publicity and promotion. Third parties approaching the City/Board for permission
to use an image of the Memorial Sculpture will be referred to the Donor;
f. the Donor agrees that the use of the Memorial Sculpture as is envisaged in this LOI
in no way interferes with or violates any moral rights of the Artist related to the
Memorial Sculpture and the City/Board agrees to use their best efforts to protect and
preserve the Memorial Sculpture's aesthetic integrity and will at all times respect the
Artist's moral rights in the Memorial Sculpture; and
g. the Donor grants full permission for exhibition rights in perpetuity to the Board/City
and any of its successors or assignees, limited to the current installation and agrees
that the display of the Memorial in the Memorial Site in no way constitutes a breach
of any exhibition rights which may exist under the Copyright Act.
Board Responsibilities: Following completion of construction of the Memorial Site by the
Donor, the Board will take ownership of the Memorial Site, subject to the copyright
retained by the Donor and/or the Artist, and will be responsible for the following:
a.
an annual assessment of the condition of the Memorial Site to be provided to the
Donor on request (the assessment will be conducted with a representative of the
Donor);
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b.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

annual maintenance of the Memorial Site as determined from time to time by the
Board, acting reasonably and in consultation with the Donor, provided however that
such maintenance will not change the character of the Memorial Site or affect the
moral rights of the Artist in the Memorial Sculpture of the Memorial Symbols;
c.
utilization of the Maintenance Funds for the sole purpose of the ongoing operation,
maintenance and repair (including repair after damage) of the Memorial Site as
determined by the Board, acting reasonably and in consultation with the Donor and
at least to a similar maintenance and repair level provided throughout the grounds of
Exhibition Place;
d.
maintaining the public grounds around the Memorial Site including snow removal of
the public sidewalk around and through the Memorial Site all to a similar service
level provided throughout the grounds of Exhibition Place; and,
e.
maintaining the general landscaping in and around the Memorial Site all to a similar
service level provided throughout the grounds of Exhibition Place.
Damage to the Memorial Site: The Board shall not be responsible for any damage to the
Memorial Site as a result of the exercise by the Board of its rights under the Donation
Agreement, provided that the Board will not willfully destroy any part of the Memorial Site.
Other Memorials: The Board shall not install any other memorials within the Memorial Site
which would adversely impact the Memorial.
Relocation of the Memorial Site: If, as a result of the municipal or development
requirements of the Board or the City, the Memorial Site must be removed or relocated,
the Board / City will work with the Donor to find a new location within Exhibition Place or
within the City of Toronto for the recreation of a new Memorial Site, and the City/Board
shall be responsible for the costs associated with the relocation, if financially feasible for
the Board/City, in their sole discretion. Construction and relocation to the new site will be
undertaken in full consultation with the Donor. If the proposed new location is not
acceptable to the Donor, the Board shall transfer and assign all legal and beneficial right
and title it has in and to the Memorial Sculpture and other components forming the
Memorial Site, including copyright in same, back to the Donor for removal from Exhibition
Place at the Donor's cost and shall return to the Donor any remaining unspent
Maintenance Funds. The Board/City agree that the Memorial Site will not be relocated
within the first ten years after completion of construction, such period of time to be
extended by two further five years periods in the City/Board's sole discretion. Any
relocation of the Memorial Site, including the construction, shall be done in full consultation
with the Donor and at the cost of the City/Board, provided however that any remaining
unspent Maintenance Funds shall be used towards the cost of any relocation;
Donor Work: Subject to the requirements of the collective agreements as set out in
Section 11 below, the Donor may, at its sole discretion, on an annual basis undertake
certain maintenance activities at the Memorial Site, and its sole cost.
Closure of the Exhibition Place Lands:
a. Acknowledgement: The Donor acknowledges that from time to time, Exhibition Place
may be totally closed to the public on a temporary basis and/or an admission fee may
be charged to enter the Exhibition Place. At such times, access to the Memorial Site
by the Donor or members of the public may not be possible.
b. Closure for CNE: In addition to clause (10)(a) the Donor acknowledges that the
Board shall have the right, during the annual CNE, to close the grounds of Exhibition
Place, and to interfere with, interrupt or prevent access to the Memorial Site.
c.
Closure for Honda Indy Toronto: In addition to clause (10)(a) the Donor
acknowledges that the Board shall have the right, during the annual Toronto Honda
Indy weekend (Wednesday starting at noon, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday
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with a possible Monday “rain-day”), to close the grounds of Exhibition Place, and to
interfere with, interrupt or prevent access to the Memorial Site. In addition, the
Donor acknowledges that in the seven (7) to ten (10) weeks in advance of the actual
race weekend, the typical Honda Indy Toronto layout is being constructed on the
Exhibition Place grounds.
d. Closure for Major Events: In addition to clause (10a) the Donor acknowledges that
the Board shall have the right, during or in connection with any future Olympics, Pan
Am Games, World’s Fair or any similar such event to close the grounds of Exhibition
Place, and to interfere with, interrupt or prevent access to the Memorial Site.
e. Holodomor Access: The Parties acknowledge that on the fourth Saturday of
November each year Informa opens its One of a Kind Show ("OOAK Show") which
occupies the entire Enercare Centre, and that it is also the day designated for the
Holodomor Commemoration worldwide. Given that the Enercare Centre and the
Enercare Centre parking garage are at full capacity during the OOAK Show, no
roadways into Exhibition Place can be closed or reduced, in particular Strachan
Avenue, Manitoba Drive, Canada Boulevard, Princes' Boulevard or the east entrance
to the Enercare Centre or the Enercare Centre parking garage. The Board agrees to
work with the Donor in consultation with representatives of the OOAK Show on the
possible scheduling of the Holodomor Commemoration at Exhibition Place on the 4th
Saturday of November at a time agreeable to all.
f. Subject to the provisions of sections (a), (b), (c) (d) and (e) above, the City and the
Board agree that the Memorial Site will be available for public access (subject to the
City/Board’s maintenance obligations), and without any admission cost or fee, on the
Holodomor Commemoration Date.
12. Collective Agreements:The Donor acknowledges that the Board has collective agreements
with the following local unions and the Donor shall not cause the Board to be in breach of
any of those agreements:
a. Labourers’ International Union of North America, Local #506 (Material
Handling/Cleaning);
b. The United Association of Journeymen and Apprentices of the Plumbing and Pipe
Fitting Industry of the United States and Canada, Local Union 46;
c.
The International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees and Moving Picture
Technicians, Artists and Allied Crafts of the United States and Canada, Local #58,
Toronto;
d. The Ontario Provincial Council, United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of
America (O.P.C.), Local Union 27;
e. Canadian Union of Public Employees, Local 2840 (Parking Services);
f.
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local Union 353;
g. Canadian Union Public Employees Local 5116 (Security); and
h. International Brotherhood of Painters and Allied Trade District Council 46.
The Donor agrees that it comply with the foregoing collective agreements and any future
collective agreements to which the Board becomes bound with respect to the construction
of the Memorial Site (collectively the “Collective Agreements”). The Board agrees to
provide written notice to the Donor of the Collective Agreements together with a copy
thereof and copies of any amendments to such Collective Agreements, any grievances
filed thereunder with respect to construction of the Memorial Site and ongoing status
reports with respect to such grievances thereafter. In addition, in the event a party
successfully asserts through the grievance and arbitration procedures of a Collective
Agreement that the Board is in breach thereof and said breach was caused by the Donor’s
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failure to comply with same, then the Donor shall indemnify the Board in respect of an
arbitration award rendered by an arbitrator, Ontario Labour Relations Board or other
adjudicative body with jurisdiction to make such an award against the Board to the extent
directly resulting from such Donor’s breach. In addition the Donor agrees that the Board
may settle any such grievance, in its sole discretion, on notice to the Donor and the Donor
agrees to indemnify the Board in respect of any such settlement.
The Donor further acknowledges that some work performed at Exhibition Place is
governed by provincial collective agreements. Provincial ICI (Industrial, Commercial and
Institutional) certification is possible in relation to construction work related to the collective
agreements described in (i) – (viii) above, resulting from negotiations which are not
controlled or negotiated by the Board. In the event a union successfully asserts through
the grievance and arbitration procedures of a Collective Agreement that the Board is in
breach thereof, and if the said breach was caused solely by the Donor’s failure to comply
with same, then the Donor shall make the Board whole in respect of an arbitration award
rendered by an arbitrator against the Board to the extent directly resulting from the Donor's
breach of its obligations under the Donation Agreement.
13. General Agreement Terms and Conditions: The precise terms of the agreements between
the Parties relating to the subject matter of this LOI will be contained in the Donation
Agreement. No Party shall have any liability to any other Party if the Donation Agreement is
not executed or delivered for any reason.Any Party shall be entitled to terminate this LOI if
the Donation Agreement is not signed by all Parties by the Construction Commencement
Date,. The Donation Agreement shall be prepared by the Board and shall incorporate the
terms of this LOI and shall include the following:
a.
No assignment of the Donation Agreement or the rights thereunder shall be
permitted without the prior consent of the Board;
b.
The Donor shall indemnify the Board, and the City of Toronto, their officers, elected
officials, employees and agents against any and all claims, loss, costs and damages
arising as a result of, and during the period of, the Donor’s construction of the
Memorial Site;
c.
The Donor shall provide adequate security and insurance in a form and amount
satisfactory to the Board and the City related to the construction of the Memorial
Site;
d.
The Donor shall be responsible, at its sole expense, for obtaining any and all
government approvals required for the construction of the Memorial Site, including
the issuance of any required permits;
e.
The Donor shall cause its contractor to provide the Board with a performance bond
and a Labour and Material payment bond in a form and amount satisfactory to the
Board for the purpose of securing the proper performance of any construction work
undertaken by the Donor or its agents, and the vacating of any valid claims for lien or
certificate of action related to the Memorial Site or Exhibition Place;
f.
All plans for construction shall be subject to the prior written approval of the
Board and City;
g.
Final form of Memorial Site as proposed in Schedule “B” is subject to the prior written
approval of the Board and City;
h.
Soil and other conditions of the Memorial Site, as well as costs to construct the
Memorial Site, are subject to acceptance by the Donor in its sole and unfettered
discretion;
i.
The LOI and Donation Agreement shall be conditional upon review and approval
of the Donor’s board of directors;
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j.

The Board and City shall be entitled to terminate this LOI and the Donation
Agreement upon the failure by the Donor to proceed and complete construction of
the Memorial Site as agreed by the Parties in section 2 of this LOI;
k.
Any Party shall be entitled to terminate this LOI and the Donation Agreement upon
the failure by the Parties to proceed in accordance with the time frames set out in
section 2 of this LOI;
l.
The Donor shall comply with all applicable Federal, Provincial and Municipal
laws, by-laws, rules and regulations, directives and policies laws in connection with
the construction and installation of the Memorial Site;
m. The Ukrainian Canadian Congress – Toronto Branch and the Toronto Ukrainian
Foundation shall be jointly and severally liable for all of the obligations of the Donor;
and,
n.
Such other terms as may be required by the CEO of the Board, the City Solicitor and
the Donor, acting reasonably.
14. No Fettering of City Discretion: Nothing in this LOI shall derogate from, interfere with, or
fetter the exercise by the City, its officers, employees, agents, representatives or elected and
appointed officials, of all of its rights and obligations as a municipality (whether discretionary
or mandatory), or imposes any obligations on the City in its role as a municipality, and the
City shall not be prevented from or prejudiced in carrying out its statutory rights and
responsibilities, including its planning rights and responsibilities.
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Schedule I to Appendix “A”
Proposed Memorial Site
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Appendix B
Donor Proposal
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